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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

GRAVIS' philosophy is embedded in the Gandhian principles of empowerment and value 

recognition of marginalised people. Throughout the past thirty years, GRAVIS has 

undertaken many projects with local communities, tackling the many challenges of the 

Thar Desert : high temperatures, water scarcity, rainfall irregularity, lack of educative 

institutions and medical facilities… The strength of GRAVIS and the sustainability of its 

work relies on core-beliefs such as “self-reliance” : GRAVIS stands as a bridge between 

government Programmes and knowledge to be shared and the rural communities. 

Sustainability requires innovation and ironically, innovation can be sought in long lost 

traditional methods. GRAVIS uses locally based solutions which proved effective many 

centuries ago and fits the need of its people. It is important to visualise the desert people 

and its environment as an ecosystem : a set of structural local elements that vary in space 

and time and a combination of interrelated and complementary  functions. It determines 

a holistic and systemic approach, respectful of the dynamics of the societies and the 

resources of this barren and remote natural environment. The Indian society is complex 

and many of its members are excluded as well as set aside of community decisions. 

GRAVIS has a particular focus on women empowerment : across all its projects, the aim is 

to give a voice to women and bring them to their rightful place. 

When we went in the Thar Desert we realised how different it is from other deserts, in the 

sense it didn't fit with the usual, common and biased image we have of those drylands, 

namely sand dunes and vast inhabited areas. In fact, if we consider the definition of a 

desert, it is an arid region that receives an average annual precipitation of less than 250 

mm. We worked with GRAVIS during the monsoon season, the only period where the 

region receives its very small amount of rain : communities of the Thar Desert rely on the 

rainfall of July and August to survive all year long.  We were surprised to discover a vision 

of the desert utterly transformed : many crops, vast areas of green and a reasonable 

amount of villages. In the Gagadi center, many trees have been planted and roads have 

been designed in which was a few years ago, totally remote areas. The work that GRAVIS 

conducted there is a beautiful example of combatting desertification. 

Blandine Rohé and Charlotte Hemingway

AgroParisTech, the Paris Institute of technology for life, food and environmental sciences    
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NOTE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Prakash Tyagi

Executive Director, GRAVIS
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GRAVIS has now completed 34 years of its existence in the Thar Desert 

region and in a few other parts of India. Every year has been full of new 

learning, key achievements and deep reflections. 2016-17 has been another 

year with these feelings. Many new initiatives took place during the year as 

well. 

Our new focuses on arid horticulture, self care for older people, improving 

water quality through filters and girl child education got stronger during 

the year. The technical support provided in East Africa on rainwater 

harvesting was very enriching. A new community development 

intervention in Bundelkhand region of India was also a significant new 

beginning. Numerous visitors visited us and many GRAVIS colleagues had 

the opportunities of visiting other organizations. The process of learning 

for GRAVIS continues. 

The year ahead, 2017-18, brings new opportunities and promises for us. We 

are keen to expand on our existing programmes and to innovate with new 

ideas as well. 

We continue to be thankful to all our partners, donors, visitors and 

collaborators. Our sincere gratitude is also extended to GRAVIS team and 

the communities that we work with.
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GRAVIS is a  non-profit, non-governmental organization working for the empowerment of marginalized 

people. Our main geographival area of action is the Thar desert, located in the western part of Rajasthan 

in India. GRAVIS currently works in Rajasthan, Uttarakhand and UP in India and provides technical 

support to various interventions in Africa and South Asia. Lavmi Chand Tyagi and Shashi Tyagi, the 

Indian founders of the NGO, founded GRAVIS in 1983 with a vision of integrated rural development. 
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GRAVIS - A MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS OLD HISTORY

When GRAVIS was founded in 1983, the Tyagi couple went to live at Gadadi village (60 km away from 

Jodhpur). They were soon joined by other people willing to contribute to this small initiative. At first, 

they all lived in very basic conditions, sharing the lives of the villagers. By this way, they were able to be 

part of the village and learn directly from the communities, and quickly, introduce their first actions and 

ideas in agreement with the reality they could experience, close to the people's needs.

From 1983 to 1990, GRAVIS went through its establishment phase. Efforts to set the foundations of the 

organization were made many community based campaigns were organized . Moreover, a huge effort was 

exerted to build ties between the organization and the local communities.

The Thar Desert – Landscape 

THE ORGANIZATION, THE ORIGIN 
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From 1991 to 1997 the growth phase took place. 1991 was a turning point where the headquarters of 

GRAVIS were moved to Jodhpur city for administrative reasons. At the same time, the organization 

managed to be more and more accepted by the villagers and the infrastructures were strengthened. 

Partnerships with new stakeholders were formed.

From 1998 to 2005, GRAVIS went through an expansion phase. The impact of existing projects grew 

more efficient and many new initiatives were undertaken, providing the organization with the strong 

network and support it possesses today. A considerable amount of technological improvements were 

accomplished and new staff got involved in the organization.

From 2005 to 2017, GRAVIS extended its actions to two other Indian states : Uttarakhand and Uttar 

Pradesh. In 2014, a partnership was established with two east African countries, Kenya and Malawi, in 

order to replicate there the water harvesting technologies used in Rajasthan. In those years, a lot of new 

centers were also created and new projects were led. For example self care for elder people in 2010, drip 

irrigation in 2012 and bio-sand water filters in 2013.

Since the beginning, GRAVIS is devoted to Gandhi's philosophy. This has always lead the actions of the 

organization. Not only do we believe in those values, but we aim to apply those principles through 

practical applications. It is a pioneer organization in integrated rural development through Gandhi's 

approach. 

Gram Swaraj or village self-rule underlines the importance of all interventions not only being planned 

with the local communities but including them at all times to the largest extent possible. It is essential to 

the success and sustainability of all measures to rely on a local community that is organised and works as 

one for its own empowerment, reclaiming ownership and responsibility of its resources. For that reason, 

establishing a variety of community based organisations (CBOs) forms the core element of GRAVIS 

work.

Therefore our aim is to empower the people so they can insure the independence, strength and vitality of 

their own communities. We play the role of a catalyst and the participation of the local people is at the 

center of our actions.

Our goal is to bring a voice and essential resources to the most marginalized villagers so they can solve 

their issues by themselves. The issues in the communities are often chronicle : the villagers need to find 

sustainable solutions. The empowerment that we provide should help them gain the capacity to deal with 

changing realities. The innovations need to be locally based and the planning is holistic. All the 

development areas are intertwined and a positive improvement in one is likely to have multiple positive 

effects in others.

Our objective is to raise the entire standard of living of the villagers with a complementary set of projects. 

Step by step, this goal is being reached. However, as every association, we have finite resources and we 

can not achieve all the projects we would like to undertake : the collaboration with other stakeholders , 

including local government institutions, is therefore necessary. We play a strongly reliable leadership role 

in this area.
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AREAS OF PROGRAMMES

GRAVIS takes an integrated, community-based approach at sustainably improving livelihoods in the Thar by 

increasing drought resilience through food and water security and at empowering the poor.

In order to do so, community-based organisations (CBOs) like Self Help Groups (SHGs), Village Development 

Committees (VDCs), Village Old People's Associations (VOPAs) and Village Health Committees are formed. 

Together with these CBOs, GRAVIS plans and conducts the interventions below tailored to the needs of each 

part of the desert community.

WATER SECURITY

In a drought-prone area like the Thar, water security does not only decide about life, death and health about its 

inhabitants; it also affects the education of children who often have to spend their entire days in the process of 

procuring water for their families. Waterborne diseases and poor hygiene practices due to a lack of water 

severely impair people's health in desert regions. For those reasons, sustainable methods of increasing the 

amount of water available to desert communities are of foremost importance. To achieve this ambitious yet 

crucial aim GRAVIS relies on the construction of monsoon/rainwater harvesting structures like water storage 

tanks (taankas), ponds (naadis) and percolation wells (beris).

A village pond 
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AGRICULTURE, ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FOOD SECURITY

Rain-fed agriculture has to go hand in hand with animal husbandry to provide potentially enough food for 

desert communities, even if only at a subsistence level. The poor quality of seeds coupled with insufficient 

amounts of rainfall, however, often leads to meagre harvests. In addition, the lack of drinking water for 

animals, the poor quality of food and unsuitable or impure breeds of cattle can pose a severe threat to food 

security. GRAVIS works with the desert communities to increase food security and thus resilience to drought.

EDUCATION

Consistent basic education is a luxury in rural Rajasthan, especially for girls. Work on the field, in the house or 

the absence of schools nearby make it almost impossible for a large amount of children to receive sufficient 

education to lead in independent life with better future prospects. Providing children with schools, teachers, 

material, school uniforms or simply a means of transportation to the nearest school is one of the tasks GRAVIS 

has taken on to sustainably improve livelihoods in the long term. 

A community meeting 
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HEALTH

Life in harsh climatic conditions means life without sufficient food and water. Malnutrition, 

undernourishment, constant dehydration and the lack of water for hygiene practices often lead to severe 

health issues. When suffering from a disease, most people cannot access health facilities because of both the 

distance to facilities and financial constraints. Providing local villagers with horticultural units for improved 

nutrition and water harvesting structures for access to safe potable water are crucial measurements to not 

only cure symptoms, but the underlying problem of many health issues. Training Village Health Workers 

(VHWs) and conducting outreach medical camps add to improving overall health in the areas we operate in.

RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY 

At GRAVIS, we believe in working on the causes of problems and not just providing a quick cure of symptoms. 

In order to do so, research is a key element of our work. Research enables us to find fitting measures to take 

and advice to give. The valuable lessons we learn from our research are comprised in publications that can help 

to give advice and spread the knowledge of best practices beyond the reach of our immediate field of work.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

The foundation of GRAVIS' work is in Gram Swaraj – or village self-rule – which ensure sustainability of our 

projects through maximising the participation of its beneficiaries. This participatory approach to 

development promotes self-reliance and community empowerment. People's Organizations strengthen the 

interconnectedness of the community which reduces its vulnerability to risk by providing a safety network. 

This reduction of risk is particularly fundamental in an area in which there is low climate stability. 



PROGRESS MADE IN 
2016 - 2017

PART TWO 
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PROGRESS IN THE YEAR

In  the year 2016-17, GRAVIS continued its work in all its programmatic areas under different projects. 

Following is a brief summary of proress programme areas wise: 

WATER SECURITY 

The Thar Desert is the most densely populated desert on earth. The area receives less than 200 mm of rainfall 

a year, which is very erratic. It rains only for around 20 days during the monsoon season (July-August). This 

meager rainfall cannot serve as a long-term source of water for drinking and irrigation. Using traditional 

methods, we implement water harvesting structures in order to use this rain water to its maximum potential 

as ground water in the region is very saline and highly concentrated in fluorides, nitrates, which is a threat to 

human health. Similary, the other regions where GRAVIS works – Bundelkhand in UP an d in Uttarakhand, 

there are several water related challenges. GRAVIS focuses its efforts on water conservation and on improving 

water quality. 

Our water security interventions are the following: 

Taankas

A taanka is a family-oriented underground water storage system, which can be used by one household or 

shared by a number of small households. The catchment area of a taanka is constructed in such a way that 

rainfall of only 50-75mm will fill it to its full capacity (approximately 20,200 litres), providing an average-sized 

family with water for 4-8 months. GRAVIS equips taankas with silt catchers, so that the inside can be filled 

with water and not silt. Having a taanka by their houses relieves families from an immense economic and 

health-wise burden.

A taanka
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Beries 

They are deep percolation wells that 

extract percolated water in the ground 

long after the surface storage has dried 

out. The underground cistern of a beri is so 

big that once it is filled, it will provide 

several families with water for up to two 

years. The water from a beri is not only 

pure and safe to drink it is also nicely cold 

in summer. 

Naadis

Naadis are community-oriented water 

storages that basically are over-ground 

village ponds of various sizes. Medium-

sized naadis will provide a community 

with water for 2-6 months in an average 

rainfall year, whereas big naadis carry 

water all year round. If de-silted regularly, 

these ponds are fairly cheap and easy to 

build structures that do not only benefit 

the humans in a village but also the 

livestock and wildlife that can drink from 

this over-ground water source.

Bio Sand Water Filters (BSWFs)

A biosand filter (BSF) is a point-of-use 

water treatment system adapted from 

traditional slow sand filters. Biosand 

filters remove pathogens and suspended 

solids from water using biological and 

physical processes that take place in a 

sand column covered with a biofilm. BSFs 

have been shown to remove heavy metals, 

turbidity, bacteria, viruses and protozoa. 

BSFs also reduce discoloration, odor and 

anunpleasant taste. Studies have shown a 

correlation betweenthe use of BSFs and a 

decrease in occurrence of diarrhea. 
BSWF in use 
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GRAVIS also organizes a wide range of trainings focused on water consevration techniques, maintenance of 

water harvesting structure, water quality and filtration methods. 
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Table 1 

Water security interventions by GRAVIS

Interventions In 2016-17 Till date 

Taankas

Beries

Naadies

BSWFs

Trainings 

GRAVIS in Africa

We have been in partnership with Techno Serve India, Techno Serve Kenya and Catholic Relief Services (CRS) 

Malawi in a project focused on replicating agricultural and natural resource management knowledge from 

India in Africa. It was funded by the Feed the Future Programme of USAID. Between 2014 and 2017, the 

project covered 16 locations in Kenya and 2 in Malawi. In Kenya, community ponds were built and 3 khadins 

were constructed. The project received enthusiastic response from the communities and great relevance of 

rainwater related technologies in arid regions of Africa. We foresee the possibilities of collaborating more in 

Africa with local partners, particularly in drought impacted regions. 

AGRICULTURE, ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FOOD SECURITY

In the drought prone regions of Thar and Bundelkhand and in hilly regions of Uttarakhand, there are complex 

challenges related to agriculture, animal husbandry and food security. GRAVIS address these issues through a 

holistic approach. Our interventions include: 

Khadins

Khadins are traditional, earthen bunds built on the runoff side of a field to decrease runoff and to increase soil 

moisture and therefore consequently crop yields. The primary feature of a khadin is an earthen embankment 

which is constructed at the end of uplands to prevent water runoff, thereby containing rainfall within an 

agricultural area. Khadin building is developed from traditional practices and is therefore one of the most 

effective and sustainable method of promoting crop growth in water scarce areas.  

Arid Horticulture Units 

These are small units in which fruits and vegetables are cultivated with the use of domestic water.

234

11

10

550

16

6,869

599

273

550

945
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Crops in a khadin farm 

Seed Banks

In seed banks seeds are stored to ensure the quality of seeds does not deteriorate and that a maximum harvest 

can be achieved. Here we also make sure that indigenous species are kept pure and are not mixed with seed of 

inferior quality. Till date, GRAVIS has facilitated the setting up of over 300 seed banks. 

Animal Health camps

GRAVIS organizes animal health camps in remote villages in which animals can be vaccinated and veterinary 

care can be provided to household animals like cows, sheep, goats and camels.

Para-vet Training

Para-vets are trained and given a basic supply of medicines, bandage etc. to look after the immediate health 

needs in the often remote rural areas.

Village pastures areas 

Orans are sustainably managed community pastures that provide livestock fodder. By providing a special plot 

of land for animals to graze, overall land degradation and soil erosion is reduced.
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Interventions In 2016-17 Till date 

A new pasture

Right to Food advocacy

In addition to improving agriculture and animal rearing, GRAVIS also advocates for migrant mine workers' 

food rights that do not have access to any resources. We aid these migrant workers in acquiring job and ration 

cards to link them to government schemes and ensure that they are granted the Right to Food.

Table 2 – 

Progress made under agriculture, animal husbandry and food security 

Khadins 

AHUs

Pastures

Seed banks 

Animal Health Camps 

Para vet trainings

Technical trainings 

Construction of cow shed

Goat Shed

279

436

3

0

0

2

53

143

777

5,374

4,251

72

300

52

24

1,475

143

1,720
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We believe it is essential to protect the very fragile biodiversity of the arid regions and promote a fair 

relationship between the villagers and their environment. The organization therefore promotes indigenous 

practices in agriculture. Seed banks are created and breeding sessions organized with the farmers. Organic 

agriculture is valued to avoid the use of chemical fertilizers and the financial dependence it leads to. 

We provide trainings for farmers in order to teach them sustainable ways of growing crop. Field Farmer 

Schools (FFS) are trainings where the farmers learn about those methods and can put in common there own 

experiences. They usually take place on a farmer's land, in his field so the attendees can see the reality and 

understand practically what they are taught. 

A farmers training 

With the support of our partner people for Progress in India (PPI), US, we piloted a new project focused on 

food security in Bundelkhand in 2016-17. Bundelkhand region is a part of Uttar Pradesh (UP), the largest 

State of India in the northern part of the country. Bundelkhand has been in news for long with issues like 

hunger, malnutrition and poverty. For a long time we have been feeling the need of supporting the local 

communities. The project helped in setting up 20 horticulture units, 5 seed banks and organized 5 trainings 

for local farmers. The project was received very warmly by local farmers. With the one year pilot period of the 

project is now over, we are preparing to work in the region for a longer time.

We have also started a two year programme on drip irrigation but it is too early to see the outcomes. So far, 40 

units of drip irrigation have been set with small-scale farmers, along with rainwater harvesting tanks. 
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EDUCATION 

The article 26 of the  universal declaration of human rights prones that everyone has the right to education. 

But in some remote areas, this is not an easy task. Although India's constitution guarantees free primary 

school education for both boys and girls up to age 14, primary education is not universal. Especially in the Thar 

desert where poverty, remoteness and children work are barriers to education. We have set education as one of 

our main areas of action, working on building primary educational structures. scarcity of government schools 

implies a lack of formal education and a high rate of illiteracy. 

Our interventions include : 

Primary schools

GRAVIS sets up primary schools in remote villages to provide good quality education to children closer to their 

homes. A stronger focus has been to bring girls to schools. 

Materials and trainings

- handing out material support : school dresses, boxes with materials such as slades

- capacity building of children and teachers

Teacher trainings are held every 6 months and involve people from different locations.The purpose of those 

trainings is to enhance the knowledge of the teachers, present new updated curriculums and bring new 

methods of teaching, emphasising on playful learning and outdoor learning. 

Addressing girl child education 

Children in a school 
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There are huge gaps between male and female educational access and literacy rates : a census in 1991 revealed 

that 39 % of women versus 64 % of men are literate in India. A great number of children, especially girls, spend 

their day fetching water for their families. Others live too far from the school and can not join it by foot. 

With the support of partners, we have established a Girls Hostel in GRAVIS center in GagadiThe idea behind 

the hostel is to provide girls a residential facility during their education and an overall atmosphere leading to 

their holistic development. The hostel has space for 16 girls to live and to get educated.

We also set out a bicycle programme, giving bicycles to girls who live too far away from the schools which is also 

a cause of dropout. 

Girls with bicycles 

Youth skills building centers (YSBC)

We believe that youth is the future and their skills are what will enable the communities to develop in the next 

years. In that context, education is essential to make youth be aware of their skills and become actors of their 

own life improvement. Two youth centers were opened this year. Its aim is to give a training place for young 

womens (newly married and teenagers). We provide stitching training all around the year and computers 

trainings. 

Table 3 – Educational interventions of GRAVIS

Interventions Till date 

Schools set up till date

Children studying 

Teachers trained 

Bicycles distributed 

Girls hostel residency

YBSC 

Persons trained at YSBC

98

7,314

81

280

12

2

215
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HEALTH

Living in rural areas implies having a reduced access to medical care. Communities live in remote areas, where 

there is no public transport : this means walking for long distances in order to reach the very few hospitals in 

the area. This is a major challenge that communities face and GRAVIS addresses it through different projects 

and awareness campaigns. Our holistic health programme includes following interventions:  

GRAVIS Hospital

Set up in the year 2000, GRAVIS Hospital has become a crucial supplier of professional healthcare to more 

than 200,000 people living in the area. GRAVIS' field based medical programmes work to identify and link 

patients in need with the hospital for major and minor surgeries (i.e. orthopaedic and  intestinal) treat 

diseases such as malaria, treat deficit states (i.e. malnutrition, anaemia) and supervise pregnancies, including 

ante- and post-natal check-ups. The hospital is equipped with a highly trained staff, including 8 medical 

doctors, and 15 other personnel covering the administrative, technical and ambulatory departments. 

GRAVIS Hospital 

Village health workers (VHWS)

It is often very rare to health support in remote areas VHWSillage health workers” that play heal;th education 

and referral roles and first aid for minor ailments. 

Toilet construction

Not all rural households have a toilet. We approach families and counsel them in toilet construction and on 

hygienic issues. GRAVIS promotes and supports the construction of low cost and low water use toilets. 
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Outreach Medical Camps

During our outreach medical camps in the villages we attend immediate medical needs of patients who live far 

away from any medical facilities and have no means of transportation to reach those. Apart from treating 

infections and prescribing medicine, our doctors also refer patients to GRAVIS Hospital and other nearby 

medical facilities.

A low cost toilet 
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Eye screening camps

In addition to our medical camps, we also run special eye screening camps since many patients suffer from eye 

conditions like glaucoma, cataract and numerous eye infections due to unprotected overexposure to damaging 

UV light and an unbalanced, one-sided diet. In our eye screening camps we reat and detect those diseases, 

inform about healthy preventive measures and transfer patients to our hospital if need be.

Mineworkers' medical camps

The mineworkers of Rajasthan often suffer from occupational lung diseases such as silicosis due to 

unprotected exposure to dust particles. In special mineworkers' health camps, we screen and diagnose 

mineworkers and link them to government programmes to make compensation available.

A medical camp
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Health care for different age groups: child care, maternal health and geriatric health

Different stages in life come with specific health issues and needs. To attend to the particular need of different 

age groups, we provide special medical care and advice. Young children in our crèches are subject to regular 

health checks, immunisation and are given nutritious meals. 

Girls during adolescence are informed about the changes they will go through during puberty and are advised 

in personal hygiene.

A recently treated eye patient 
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Older people's meeting 

Mothers and mothers-to-be are advised at ante- and post-natal stages and linked to the respective medical 

institution and midwives. 

We link elderly patients to age-friendly, easily accessible and affordable health programmes and educate them 

about health care and nutrition at an advanced age.

Ageing

A life of hard physical labour, malnutrition and overexposure to UV light leaves its traces on the inhabitants of 

the Thar Desert. Symptoms of old age therefore also appear at an earlier stage in their lives than elsewhere. 

GRAVIS does not only provide the respective health care needed, we also help the elderly, who often are 

illiterate, to access programmes and benefits for older people. With our partner, Help Age International, we 

also ensure that the elderly are represented in the village committees and are recognised as a part of the 

community, deserving to age in dignity.

With an overall visio of health education, GRAVIs organizes a wide range of treainubg and capacity uilding 

activitries including community based health trainings, health awareness camps, adolescent health training 

and nutrition sessions. 
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RESEARCH AND ADVOCACY 

Research and advocacy are important aspects of our work. Through research, we try to understand our 

processes and outcomes and emerging needs. Through advocacy, we work on raising attention n community 

needs and on promoting replication of successful approaches. 

With the help of various research interventions, GRAVIS publishes several studies everv year.  Similary, we 

lead many advocacy campaigns every year: 

In 2016-17, we published following publications: 

● Ushering in New Hope, Recapitulating Integrated Community Development Project (ICDP) in the Thar 

Desert, India, 2017

● Sanitation for health : the link, Knowledge, access and practice to safe water, sanitation and hygiene,  

2017

● Addressing health through nutrition in the Thar Desert, 2017

On advocacy side, we organized numerous evehts including: 

- Meetings on World Labour Day, May 1

- Dialogues on International Day for Older People, October 1

- World Sight Days events in October 

- World TB Day meetings in March

'- World Women Day events in March

'- World Water Day events in March 
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A VDC meeting 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

GRAVIS deely values community development for sustainability of its programmes. The CBO structure 

strengthens the interconnectedness of the community which reduces its vulnerability to risk by providing a 

safety network. This reduction of risk is particularly fundamental in an area in which there is low climate 

stability. To achieve this participation, ‚GRAVIS assists communities in establishing 'Community Based 

Organizations' which take several forms:

Village Development Committee (VDC) : VDCs are the core of Gravis' development strategy. VDCs are one 

of the first interventions in a development of a village. VDCs are established through local election and are 

comprised of representatives from both genders and all castes, religious and social groups. The VDC are 

responsible for the assessment and selection of beneficiaries, as well as liaising with local Panchayats (council) 

and Gravis staff. GRAVIS currently works with 1,969 VDCs.
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A training for a SHG 

Self-Help Group (SHG) : SHGs are designed to promote women's empowerment by giving them a social and 

financial network in which they can access livelihood. One of the activities of the SHG is inter-loaning which is 

initially started from the GRAVIS fund but, in time, becomes self-sustaining. This system means women can 

access funds to generate their own income through developing their livelihood. This economic independence 

gives them greater status both in the home and in the community. There are currently 1,692 SHGs working 

with GRAVIS.
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Mine Worker's Rights

The industries of salt, sandstone, clay and marble are quite important in the Thar desert and provide jobs for a 

lot of mineworkers. But these workers are often migrants from other parts of India, they work in very harsh 

conditions with no basic health protection. In India, there are a few laws called “Right to food act”, “Right to 

work” and “Right to shelter” that are meant to provide poor people the basics to live in dignity. As 

mineworkers are very often migrants, they don't have ID's and cannot have access to these rights.We help the 

miners access to those rights by advocacy programmes with the government. The programmes helps the 

workers getting an ID, money refunds for work conditions compensation and widow recognition. Since 1993, 

GRAVIS has been focusing on preventing silicosis in mines, a major health issue. 

Table 5 – Community development interventions by GRAVIS 

Interventions In 2016-17 Till date 

VDCs

SHGs

VOPAs

Farmer Clubs 

Leadership trainings 

Vocational trainings 

Village organization of SHGs

(VOs)

SHG Federation 

67

10

2

5

77

20

70

3

969

1,692

152

85

1,757

250

70

3

Village Older People's Association (VOPA) :  VOPAs give old people a stake in the development of their 

communities by giving them an organised voice. These organisations promote the status of older people in 

desert communities. Over 150 VOPAs have been formed and supported by GRAVIS.

Farmers Associations: Farmers' Associations are a network of farmers from different castes who are given 

the resources to help increase drought-resilient farming techniques. They have monthly meetings to exchange 

knowledge and training and exposure visits to increase awareness on farming practices in arid regions. 78 

farmers clubs have been formed and supported by GRAVIS.
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GRAVIS' ONLINE PRESENCE

www.gravis.org.in    GRAVIS website   

We would like to welcome you to our website where we inform about GRAVIS and make some of our stories and 

publications available for download.

  GRAVIS Blog

On our blog, we update our readers about our latest work and share stories of our supporters and volunteers.

  GRAVIS on Social Media

For more updates, links, stories and videos, please visit our social media pages on Facebook 

and Twitter.

www.facebook.com/gravis.india https://twitter.com/gravisindia

https:// www.gravisindia.wordpress.com 
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PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED IN 2016-17

Project title Location Main activities

Jodhpur and Jaisalmer 

Districts

Jodhpur District

Western Rajasthan

Thar Desert

Africa

300 villages in Thar

Desert 

Phalodi block of Jodhpur 

Jodhpur, Barmer, Bikaner 

and Jaisalmer Districts

GRAVIS work area

Gagadi and Khedapa 

centres of GRAVIS

100 villages around

Tinwari village

Mining area of Barmer, 

Bikaner, Jaisalmer and Nagaur

Tehri district of Uttarakhand 

Jodhpur Districts

Thar Desert 

Badmer

Thar Desert 

Empowering older people through 

water security, food and agriculture 

security, health care and livestock 

rearing

Water harvesting practices 

and trainings

Agriculture, water and 

capacity building

Women empowerment

Agricultural innovations

Community eye care activities 

provision of ophthalmic treatment 

through eye care unit, and community 

based rehabilitation programme

Small scale framing through 

Drip Irrigation 

Building schools logistic support

Water security, fruit gardens, 

education, health

Production of spices, oil and 

wheat porridge

Provision of professional curative 

and diagnostic health care

Food security for mineworkers

Community development 

Health survey of Older people

Fruit plantation 

Agriculture, water 

Research 

Gravis
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Age Demands Action 

interventions

Integrated Water Resource 

Management 

Combating Drought in 

Jaisalmer through Watershed

Developing Leadership 

in Women and Girls (DLWG)

Indo Africa Agriculture 

Innovation Bridge 

Community Eye Health and 

Community based 

Rehabilitation programme

Drip Irrigation for 

Small farmers 

Extending Education – 

Worthington Foundation

GIVE Supported Projects

GRAVIS Gramodyog 

GRAVIS Hospital

Food security among 

mineworkers

Empowering communities 

in Uttarakhand

Health Outcomes Tools (HOT)

Horticulture Programme–Bio-Versity 

Badmer Unnati Project

Fillings in empty pitchers 
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REVIVE Jodhpur District Supporting farming and 

water harvesting

Water, health and education for 

women and children of the Thar

Jodhpur District Water, health and education

Mitigating Poverty in Western 

Rajasthan(MPOWER)

Baap Block in Jodhpur District 

and Sankra (Pokran) 

in Jaiselmar  District.

Women Empowerment through 

Self Help Group.

TB Control Programme Western Rajasthan Education and training on TB

Mitigating Droughts through 

Replication and Sharing (MDRS)

Jaisalmer Drought mitigation activities 

Project title Location Main activities

Integrated Community 

Development Programme

12 villages of Jodhpur Water and food security, 

primary health and overall 

empowerment of community

KRIYA GRAVIS work area Women empowerment through 

income generation by vocational 

trainings and micro-finance

Mine Labourers' 

Welfare Programme 

including silicosisi control

Mining area of Barmer, Bikaner, 

Jaisalmer and Nagaur

Mineworkers' entitlements, 

health education, advocacy

PPI – Biosand filter programme Bap block of Jodhpur Filtration of water 

Integrating Health through 

Nutrition and Sanitation (IHNS)

Jodhpur District Health services and health 

education

Resilient dry-land 

systems project - ICRISAT

Western Rajasthan Farming practices survey

Safe Drinking Water Programme Jaisalmer district Drought mitigation, women 

empowerment

School Sanitation Programme Thar Desert Water and sanitation in schools

Gravis
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Renew Supported Projects 

Raj West supported projects Badmer district Drought mitigation, 

women empowerment

Replication of Mitigating

Droughts in Thar (RMDT)

Jaisalmer and Jodhpur districts Drought mitigation, women 

empowerment

Water filter study

Zagorra Supported Projects 

Jaisalmer and Pratapgarh Drought mitigation

Thar Desert 

Jodhpur Women Empowerment 
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OUR PARTNERS

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

Name Country

Agarwal Foundation

Asha for Education

Bio-Versity International 

Central Social Welfare Board, Govt. of India

Centre for Advancement and Relief Everywhere (CARE)

Center for Environment Education (CEE)

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)

Catholic Relief Services (CRS)

Cairn India

Edel Give Foundation 

Food first Information and Action Network (FIAN) 

France Liberties

Government of Rajasthan

Giving Impetus to Voluntary Action (GIVE)

Global Fund for Women

Help Age International

H2O for life

International Development Exchange (IDEX)

India Development Services (IDS)

International Development and Relief Fund (IDRF)

International Federation for Home Economics  (IFHE)

Indian Friends in America

Indian Relief and Education Fund (IREF)

Lady Irwin College, New Delhi 

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India

Ministry of Rural Development, Govt. of India

MISEREOR

NABARD, Govt. of India

One Prosper International

People for Progress in India 

Population Foundation of India

Renew Power 

UK

USA

International

India

International

India

Canada

USA

India

India

Germany

France

India

India

USA

United Kingdom

USA

USA

USA

Canada

USA

USA

USA

India

India

India

Germany

India

Canada

USA

India

India

Gravis
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OUR GRASSROOTS PARTNERS

GRAVIS CENTERS 

Name Country

Raj West

Suzlon Foundation

Sight Savers International

Sohn Foundation 

Techno Serve

The Union against TB and Lung Diseases

Tsao Foundation

Tampere University Students Union (TAMY)

Vista Hermosa Foundation

Worthington Foundation

Wells for India

World Agro Forestry Centre (ICRAF)

Xertifix

Health, Environment and Development Consortium (HEDCON)

Jan Kaylan and Gram Vikas Sansthan (JKGVS)

Kshetriya Gramotthan Samiti (KGS)

Kshetriya Samagra Lok Vikas Sangh (KSLVS)

L.C. Tyagi Memorial Trust

Swarajya Trust

Vasundhara Sewa Samiti (VSS)

Zila Gramin Vikas Sansthan (ZGVS)

 GRAVIS Head Office, Jodhpur

G RAVIS, Badmer

G RAVIS, Jaipur

G RAVIS, Jaisalmer

G RAVIS Hospital, Tinwari

G RAVIS Field Center, Jelu-Gagadi

G RAVIS Field Center, Bhalu Rajwan

G RAVIS Field Center, Osian

 GRAVIS Field Center, Baap

G RAVIS Field Center, Kalron

G RAVIS Field Center, Shekhasar

G RAVIS Field Center, Pabupura

G RAVIS Field Center, Soorsagar

G RAVIS Field Center, Chohtan

G RAVIS field centre, Falsoond

GRAVIS, Tehri 

GRAVIS, Gudamalani

GRAVIS, Devgarh

GRAVIS, Bundelkhand office

GRAVIS, Pokaran

Gravis
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India

India

International 

USA

India

India

Singapore

Finland

USA

USA

United Kingdom

India

Germany
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GRAVIS' GOVERNING BOARD

Names of Board members
Designation in the 

Board
Gender Background

Agriculture 

Scientist

Educationist

Zoologist

Retired Judge, 

Social Activist

Development

 Activist

Professor

Farmer

Development 

Activist

Medical Doctor

Civil Engineer

 Dr. R. P. Dhir 

Dr. S. M. Mohnot

Shashi Tyagi

Dr. G. M. Singhvi

Leela Vyas

Dr. Archna Kumar

Laxman Singh

Saraswati Kumar

Dr. Prakash Tyagi

N. A. Ansari

Dr. Manju Mishra

Chair-Person

Vice Chair-Person

Secretary

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

M

M

F

M

F

F

M

F

M

M

F Academician

Gravis
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FINANCIAL DETAILS
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 Amount (INR)Expenditure  Amount (INR) Income 

To    Administrative expenditure other  1,158,675.66 By Interest from  1,884,306.50
 than those directly debited to    Bank & Others
 earmarked projects ( expenses   
 charged from various earmarked 
 projects Rs.12928989/-)

 Total Exp. 19070297.66
 Les Exp. Charged from Various 
 projects     17911622.00

To,   Recurring expenditure on  481,345.00  By  General 465,944.00
 activities other than earmarked     donation 
 projects    

To  Gravis own contribution to  12,958.22 By  Misc. income  611,903.00
 earmarked projects    (Including 
    tractors charge 
    recovered) 

To  Grants written off 0.00  By Agriculture &  182,508.00
    Nursery income 

To  Interest on workers welfare fund 1,387,822.00  By Boarding  400,000.00
    charges from  
    workers &  
    training 
    workshops 

To Property & Equipment fund created  59,000.00  By Collection & Misc  52,467.10
 (Assets incurred out of own fund)   receipts from
    GRAVIS School 

To Expenditure on running of  415,944.00  By Income applies  71,645,755.26
 GRAVIS School   on earmarked  

    projects to the  

    extent grants
     utilized (See 
    contra) 

To Expenditure on earmarked projects  71,645,755.26    
 to the extent grants utilized     
 ( See contra)     

To  Excess of Income Over Expenditure  81,473.72  By Member fee  90.00                 
 tr to General Fund    

 Total 75,242,973.86   Total 75,242,973.86

ABRIDGED CONSOLIDATED INCOME & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT 
st 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED ON 31 MARCH, 2017

3/437, 458, Milkmen Colony, Pal Road, Jodhpur - 342 008

GRAMIN VIKAS VIGYAN SAMITI
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ABRIDGED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
st

AS ON 31  MARCH, 2017

GRAMIN VIKAS VIGYAN SAMITI
3/437, 458, Milk Men Colony Pal Road, Jodhpur - 342 008 

LIABILITIES

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
FUND

GENERAL FUND

CORPUS FUND

WORKERS WELFARE FUND &
SECURITY DEPOSIT

AIDS & FUNDS FOR SPECIFIC
EARMARKED PROJECTS

SUNDRY CREDITORS &
PROVISIONS

Amount (INR) ASSETS  Amount (INR)

FIXED ASSETS

S. DEBTORS, ADVANCE &

SECURITY DEPOSITS

INVESTMENTS

* ICICI MIS
  Growth

* HDFC MIS
  Growth

* DHFL MIS

* FDR

Total

400,000.00

400,000.00

305,265.00

35,532,113.50

GRANTS FOR SPECIFIC 

EARMARKED PROJECTS

RECEIVED (Grants awaiting

reimbursement)

CLOSING HAND

 *Cash in Hand

CASH AT BANK

*Cash at bank 3,284,052.35

Total

104,521.69

64,109,665.18

2,832,745,99

13,969,330,97

15,678,806.72

6,158,224,11

133,389,248.80

64,109,665,18

13,151,396.04

36,637,378.50

16,102,235.04

104,521.00

3,284,052.35

133,389,248.80

30,640,475,83

Gravis
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ABRIDGED RECEIPT & PAYMENT ACCOUNT FOR 
st THE YEAR ENDED ON 31 MARCH, 2017

GRAMIN VIKAS VIGYAN SAMITI

Receipts Amount (INR) Payment Amount (INR)

3/437, 458, Milkmen Colony, Pal Road, Jodhpur - 342 008

Gravis
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To Opening Balance   By Expenditure on Purchase  507,075.00
Cash In Hand              123,415.31  of Fixed Assets  

Cash at Bank          10,432,224.69 10555640.00 FCRA Fund             204,511.00
  Local   Fund            243,564.00

  Own Fund                  59000.00
  By Unspent grant return (Foreign) 846,754.74

  By Unspent grant return (Local) 128,000.00

To receipt against Corpus Fund 219589.00 By  Revenue  Expenditure on   35,620,886.12
  Running the  Earmarked 
  Foreign Contribution Projects  

To Grant Received for Specific  35894656.57 By  Revenue  Expenditure on   35,576,794.14
Earmarked Projects-Foreign   Running the  Earmarked  
Contribution (Including Rs. 826,709.74/-  local fund Projects 
Interest from Bank)   

To Grant received for Specific   33396525.50 By Excess Exp. on Earmarked   12958.22
earmarked local contribution  Projects  
(including interest)

To General Donation  465944.00 By Administrative & other Exp  1,158,675.66  
  at HO excluding amount  
  charged to Earmarked Projects 

To Interest from Bank(Other than  1884306.50 
received on Earmarked Fund)

To Misc Income  611903.00 By Exp on activity other than  481,345.00
  Earmarked Projects

To Agriculture Income 182508.00 By Expenditure at other  415,944.00
  Branches of Gravis (School etc.) 

To Boarding Charges ( Excluding  400000.00 To Decrease in Sundry  1,498,867.55
Charged  from Projects)  Creditors (Net) 

To Membership fee 90.00 To Increase in loans and  8,517,418.70
  Advance (Net)  
  
by Decrease in investment  158,586.50 By Closing Balance
  
To Receipts of School  52,467.10 Cash In Hand          104,521.69

To Decrease in investments   4,331,077.00 Cash at Bank       3,284,052.35 

 Total   88,153,293.17   Total 88,153,293.17 
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For further details on our staff, salaries, travel and other administrative details please log on to :
http://www.gravis.org.in/annual_reports/2016.pdf

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE IN 2016-17

EXPENDITURE

(B) 4.74%

(A) Overseas grants (C) National grants(B) Public donation, bank interest & misc.

(C) 37.78%

(A) 57.48%

(A) 
23.21%

(D) 12.30%

(E) 8.39%(F) 12.03%

(H) 
11.54%

(I) 
11.29%

(J) 
2.12%

(K) 
1.89%

(A) Water  management and drought mitigation

(B) Infrastructure and implementation

(C) Drought mitigation 

Health and nutrition (D) 

(E) Drinking water 

Agriculture & forestry  (F) 

(G) HRD, documentation & monitoring 

(H)  Literacy & women empowerment  

Administration & others (I) 

(J) Mine worker program 

(K) Livestock management 

(L) Income generation

INCOME

Gravis
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(B)  3.22%

(C)   2.40%

(G) 
10.54%

(L) 
1.07%
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GLOSSARY 

ABBREVIATIONS

AHU   –  Arid Horticulture Unit

BSWF  –  Bio Sand Water Filter

CBO   – Community Based Organizations 

CRS  –  Catholic Relief Services

FFS  –  Field Farmers School

GRAVIS – Gramin Vikas Vigyan Samiti

PPI  – People for Progress in India

SHG  – Self Help Group

UP  –  Uttar Pradesh

USAID – United States Agency for International Development

UV  – Ultra Violet

VDC  – Village Development Committee

VHW  – Village Health Worker

VOPA  – Village Older People's Association

YSBC  – Youth Skill Building Centers

Beri  –  Percolation Well

Gram Swaraj  – Village self rule

Khadin – Earthen bund, Dyke

Local Panchayat –  local council

Milch Cow – Cows that are reared for their milk, dairy cows

Naadi – Village pond

Oran – Village forest 

Taanka  – Drinking water storage tank

Gravis
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NOTES
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NOTES
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Gramin Vikas Vigyan Samiti (GRAVIS) or Center of People's 

Science for Rural Development is a non-governmental, 

voluntary organization that takes a Gandhian approach to 

rural development by working with the poor communities to 

enable them to help themselves. Since its inception in 1983, 

GRAVIS has worked with over 60,000 desert families across 

over 1300 villages in India reaching a population of over 1.3 

million, and has established over 2,900 Community Based 

Organizations (CBOs). Through its dedicated field work, as 

well as its research and publications, GRAVIS has come to 

occupy a leading position amongst the voluntary 

organizations in India.

3/437, 3/458, M.M. Colony, Pal Road, 

Jodhpur, 342008, Rajasthan, India. 

Phones : 91 291 2785 317, 2785 116

Fax   : 91 291 2785 116

Email   : email@gravis.org.in

www.gravis.org.in 

© 2017 GRAVIS 

All rights reserved.

Gravis

GRAVIS is registered under Rajasthan Societies Registration Act and under section 80 (G)
and has tax exemption under section 12 A of IT Act, 1961 of Govt. of India.


